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• Increasing use of bio-based products, 
• Sustainable food supply, 
• Local socio-economic development.
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Biomass is at the core of environmental and social stakes
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Why should one be cautious? 
Competition for land use and for raw resources:
What strategical stakes?
Trade-offs at all scales
• Food vs. non-food use,
• Material vs. energy use,
• Human use vs. biodiversity and ecosystems preservation.
• Energy transition,  
• Increasing use of bio-based products, 
• Sustainable food supply, 
• Local socio-economic development.
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Incomplete, most often inconsistent data… 








data we have results we want
“STAN-like” constraint optimization























Geographical aggregation constraints    
Existing regional data 





















(employment catchment areas, natural parks…)
Courtonne, J-Y., Alapetite, J., Longaretti, P-Y., Dupré, D., Prados, E. 2015.  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Animation & continuous knowledge improvement tool
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Fabrication de pâte à papier
Fabrication de papiers cartons
Fabrication d'emballages bois
Auto-approvisionnement et circuits courts
Chauffage des ménages
Valorisation sur site
Autres chaufferies industrielles et collectives
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Flux de la filière forêt-bois en France
Modèle : forêt-bois France 1.0 / Juillet 2018.
Période : moyenne 2009-2015.
Unités : Milliers de m3 eq. bois fibre.
Légende :
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Flux de la filière forêt-bois en France
Incertitudes
Modèle : forêt-bois France 1.0 / Juillet 2018.
Période : moyenne 2009-2015.
Unités : Milliers de m3 eq. bois fibre.
Légende :
Plage de variation en % de la valeur du flux :
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Origin of bread consumed in PACA …of flour used to make the bread  consumed in PACA
…of wheat used to make the flour 
used to make the bread 
consumed in PACA
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Net exports of virtual 
blue water embodied in 
the cereal supply chain 
(Mm3)
Tracing flows and footprints
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•MRIO (or AMC) model based on PSUT 
•Study resource origin/destination 
•Computing environmental footprints
Courtonne, J-Y., Longaretti, P., Alapetite, J., Dupré, D. 2016.  
Environmental Pressures Embodied in the French Cereals Supply Chain.  
Journal of Industrial Ecology 
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•Study agri-food chains at regional level
•Study missing chains (whole picture of French biomass chains)
•Coupling material flows with socio-economic indicators
•By November 2019: Sankey + SC-MFA tools available online
Thanks for your attention! 
www.flux-biomasse.fr 
team.inria.fr/steep 
jean-yves.courtonne@inria.fr
